ABSTRACT. In Lagrangian gauge systems, the vector space of global reducibility parameters forms a module under the Lie algebra of symmetries of the action. Since the classification of global reducibility parameters is generically easier than the classification of symmetries of the action, this fact can be used to constrain the latter when knowing the former. We apply this strategy and its generalization for the non-Lagrangian setting to the problem of conformal symmetry of various free higher spin gauge fields. This scheme allows one to show that, in terms of potentials, massless higher spin gauge fields in Minkowski space and partially-massless fields in (A)dS space are not conformal for spin strictly greater than one, while in terms of curvatures, maximal-depth partially-massless fields in four dimensions are also not conformal, unlike the closely related, but less constrained, maximal-depth Fradkin-Tseytlin fields.
Contents

Plan of the paper
In the first section, we briefly review relevant aspects of symmetries in the context of gauge systems: variational versus equations of motion symmetries, field-theoretic formulation of conformal symmetry, curvature versus potential formulations, the BRST-BV implementation, and the relation to the unfolded approach. We demonstrate that for a gauge system invariant under a global symmetry algebra, the space of global reducibility parameters, and more generally, certain BRST cohomology groups, are necessarily a module thereof. This gives a powerful criterion to analyze whether a given gauge system admits a given global symmetry algebra.
In section 2 we apply this criterion to generic gauge fields in Minkowski space. More precisely, we address the question which general mixed-symmetry bosonic gauge fields on Minkowski space admit an extension from Poincaré to conformal symmetry. We also illustrate the difference between variational and equations of motion symmetries using the simplest example of a massless scalar.
Section 3 is devoted to identifying those gauge fields on anti-de Sitter (AdS) space whose AdS symmetry extends to conformal symmetry. We pay particular attention to the special case of maximal-depth partially-massless (PM) fields in AdS 4 because these fields have attracted some attention in the literature and can easily be confused with their conformal cousins belonging to the family of (generalized) Fradkin-Tseytlin fields, which we also discuss. We show that these fields are never conformal for s > 1 neither as gauge fields nor at the level of gauge invariant curvatures. As an illustration the case of s = 2 is considered in detail.
Classification of symmetries
Algebraic approaches to classifying symmetries of systems of partial differential equations in the context of jet-bundles and the variational bicomplex are by now very welldeveloped, see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] and also [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] for reviews. In particular for Lagrangian systems, symmetries of the action, also called variational symmetries, are a subalgebra of the symmetries of the equations of motion. In applications to fundamental systems, they are privileged since Noether's theorem provides one with a clear procedure on how to implement them in the quantum theory.
The case of Lagrangian gauge systems and of degenerate partial differential equations is less studied in the mathematical literature, mainly because gauge invariance violates technical assumptions needed to apply some of the systematic techniques (see however [11] and references therein).
For example, for massless higher-spin fields in four-dimensional flat spacetime, symmetries and conservation laws of the equations of motions have been classified in terms of curvatures [12, 13] (see also [14] for considerations in higher dimensions), generalizing the result for a massless scalar field [15] . With quantization in mind (see e.g. [16] for an early discussion), suitable potentials and auxiliary fields are introduced in order to make the system Lagrangian, at the expense of introducing gauge symmetries in the massless case [17, 18] . A classification of variational symmetries, and thus also of conservation laws, in such formulations, would be very useful. In particular, one needs to consider suitable equivalence classes of symmetries modulo gauge ones.
Conformal symmetry
Short of a complete classification of symmetries, a standard question is whether a given system admits certain subalgebras of symmetries. Typically, in the situation that we consider below, the relevant systems are by construction invariant under a certain subalgebra of symmetries and one would like to know whether they admit an extension to a bigger algebra of symmetries containing the starting point algebra as a subalgebra. For a variety of field-theoretical realizations of the Poincaré or the (anti-) de Sitter algebra for instance, the role of the bigger algebra is played by the conformal algebra.
This question has been thoroughly studied in two related -but in general not entirely equivalent -approaches. The first one is purely representation-theoretical and studies which (A)dS or Poincaré irreps (usually unitary ones) can be lifted to irreps of the conformal group [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . By construction, these considerations concern the gauge invariant spectrum of the theory. The second one is based on equations of motion symmetries, i.e. on (quasi-)invariant differential operators [24, 25, 15, 26] . In particular, a technique to classify linear partial differential equations for which Poincaré lifts to conformal symmetry was developed in [27] .
Our considerations in this context will be restricted to free classical (gauge) fields, i.e., to linear PDEs. So we will not address any of the issues raised by the contemporary debate on scale versus conformal invariance for interacting quantum field theories, see e.g. [28, 29] and references therein.
Curvatures versus potentials
Strictly speaking, the symmetry analysis described above applies to PDEs without gauge symmetries. This is often sufficient because the equations of motion of any linear gauge system admit a "curvature" formulation. A standard example consists of Fronsdal fields in (A)dS or Minkowski spacetime which can be reformulated in terms of gauge-invariant curvatures [30] . In the case of spin 1, this is simply the formulation where the Faraday tensor F µν is the fundamental field. For spin 2 (and higher), this is the formulation in terms of the (generalized) Weyl tensor.
It is important to note that the formulation in terms of potentials with gauge symmetries and the associated curvature formulation are not equivalent when insisting on locality. In particular, they may have different symmetries: for instance, at the level of equations of motions, Fronsdal fields in d = 4 with s 2 are conformal in terms of curvatures but not in terms of potentials. This is known to experts but we are not aware of a detailed discussion in the literature. In our approach, this is included by using the field-theoretic Batalin-Vilkoviski (BV) formalism, respectively the first quantized BRST approach as described in the next sections, which allows us to provide a simple proof in Section 2.4 below.
Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism
A better technical control on the degeneracies in Lagrangian gauge systems has been achieved with the work of Batalin and Vilkovisky [31] [32] [33] [34] (see e.g. [35, 36] for reviews and [37] [38] [39] for discussions in the context of jet-bundles).
Let us denote by ϕ i the fields of the theory, by x µ the spacetime coordinates and by L 0 the Lagrangian. Under standard regularity conditions, the notion of a generating set of gauge generators R i α is crucial. Associated to a choice of such a generating set, there is an extended set {φ A } = {ϕ i , C α , · · · } of fields ϕ i , ghosts C α , ghosts for ghosts, ... and their antifields φ * A , graded in terms of a ghost number and equipped with an antibracket
Furthermore, one can systematically construct a proper, minimal, ghost-number 0 solu- 2) to the Batalin-Vilkoviski master equation 
Local BRST cohomology
Once the theory is reformulated within the BV formalism, a natural question is the computation of local BRST cohomology, i.e., the classification of the cohomology of the BRST differential s = (·, S) in the space of local functionals. These groups do not depend on the specific formulation of the theory, in the sense that they can be shown to be invariant under the introduction/elimination of (generalised) auxiliary fields [40] . In particular:
Equivalence classes of variational symmetries, up to on-shell vanishing variational symmetries and non trivial gauge symmetries with field dependent gauge parameters, are isomorphic to local BRST cohomology in ghost number −1.
Whereas the computation of H −1 (s) is in general rather involved, the computation in lower ghost numbers is much easier. For instance, in irreducible gauge systems for which the generating set of gauge symmetries does not admit local degeneracies, one can show that there is no cohomology in ghost numbers below −2, while cohomology in ghost number −2 is given by equivalence classes of global reducibility parameters, i.e., by sets of local functionsf
where ≈ means an equality on the surface defined by the equations and their derivatives, with two sets of local functions considered equivalent if they agree on this surface.
Constraints for variational symmetries
The antibracket induces a well-defined bracket in local BRST cohomology,
When g 1 = −1 = g 2 , it follows that H −1 (s) is a (graded) Lie algebra with respect to the above antibracket which is isomorphic, up to a change of grading, to the Lie algebra of equivalence classes of variational symmetries. Cohomology in fixed ghost number
is a module thereof. In turn, this imposes constraints on variational symmetries which we will use in our analysis below. Such a property can of course also be established without using the BV formalism. For instance, that global reducibility parameters form a module under variational symmetries has been shown directly in section 3.9 of [41] . The reasoning can be summarized as follows. In proper Lagrangian gauge systems, gauge symmetries form an ideal in the set of all variational symmetries. This implies that, on-shell, the commutator of a gauge symmetry with a global symmetry δ X can be written in terms of the generating set,
for some total differential operators X α β . When f α are reducibility parameters, both terms in the commutator on the left hand side vanish on-shell. It follows that X α β +δ X f α are also reducibility parameters. One then proceeds to show that trivial variational symmetries or trivial reducibility parameters are mapped to trivial reducibility parameters. This implies that the module action is given by
In linear theories the generating set of gauge transformations can usually be chosen to be field independent. If the same goes for the reducibility parameters, like in the concrete example of Fronsdal higher-spin fields in dimensions greater than 3 considered below, the equation that determines the module action simplifies to
In the case where the linear gauge theory is the result of the linearization of an interacting gauge theory around a solutionφ, the linear part of gauge transformations with gauge parameters replaced by reducibility parameters,
, form a subalgebra of variational symmetries. The module action is then described by a derived bracket determined through the terms of the BRST extended cubic vertex of the full interacting theory that contains the information on the gauge algebra,
. This is discussed in detail in sections 4 and 7.4 of [41] . More generally, the derived bracket in the BV formalism has been originally proposed in [42] [43] [44] .
Linear Lagrangian theories
When the BRST differential s is linear in the fields Ψ α = (φ A , φ * A ) of the BV formalism, it is determined by a real "first quantized BRST operator" Ω (see [45] and also [46] for conventions). Introducing an auxiliary superspace of wave functions φ α (x) and basis elements e α of opposite ghost number and identical parity to Ψ α , and the string field Ψ = e α Ψ α , the BRST operator is defined as ) acting from the left determines a unique linear evolutionary vector field acting from the right and such that
This map is one to one and moreover is a homomorphism, i.e.,
In the variational case the space of fields is equipped with a constant nondegenerate odd Poisson bivector ω αβ . Its inverse ω αγ ω γβ = δ β α satisfies ω αβ = (−1) 1+|α||β| ω βα and determines an anti-symplectic form
An operator A is called symplectic if
where it is assumed that total derivatives do not contribute because wave functions are assumed to vanish at infinity.
Symplectic operators are one to one with quadratic functionals,
The linear vector field V A associated to a symplectic operator A is Hamiltonian, V A (Ψ α ) = Ψ α , F A , and satisfies
(1.14)
In particular, for linear theories, Ω is symplectic and the master action can be written as
Linear variational symmetries are determined by ghost number −1 quadratic functionals K such that (S, K) = 0. They are trivial if K = (S, T ) with T a quadratic ghost number −2 functional. According to the above discussion, K is determined by an even ghost number 0 symplectic operator K, while T is odd ghost number −1 symplectic operator T , and
The problem of determining linear variational symmetries has thus been rephrased as a problem of BRST operator cohomology. Furthermore, since the Lie algebra structure of equivalence classes of linear variational symmetries is encoded in the antibracket induced in local BRST cohomology quadratic ghost number −1 functionals, it is also represented by the commutator bracket induced in BRST operator cohomology. It follows that: Suppose that one can prove that in a given ghost number −g, representatives for local BRST cohomoloy can be chosen to be linear functionals in the fields. This is for instance the case in ghost number −1 for the Fronsdal fields discussed below. Without loss of generality, they can always be chosen of the form
It then follows from (1.14) that
In particular, linear local BRST cohomology in ghost number g−1 is isomorphic to BRST state cohomology in ghost number g, H g (Ω), with vectors of the form φ = φ α e α .
Independently of this correspondence, we have: Before making contact with a genuine first-quantized description, note that in this work, the wave functions φ α and the associated fields Ψ α are taken real from the outset. By using the parity automorphism I α β = (−1) |α| δ α β , the antisymplectic structure ω αβ determines an odd symmetric inner product,
It turns out that Grassmann odd symplectic operators are formally self-adjoint with respect to (1.19) while Grassmann even symplectic operators are anti-self-adjoint. In particular, Ω is self-adjoint while representatives of global symmetries are anti-self-adjoint. In concrete application it is often useful to work in term of the symmetric inner product (1.19) in which case the master action takes the form
Note that −IΩ is also symplectic and self-adjoint. It is equivalent to Ω by a change of basis. When working with 1.19, we implicitly replace in what follows −IΩ with Ω and similarly for the representatives of global symmetries, so that the expression for the master action simply becomes 1 2 Ψ, ΩΨ . This does not lead to confusions since
In a full quantum mechanical setting, one deals with a complex Hilbert space and uses a complex structure such that ω αβ becomes the imaginary part of the hermitean inner product. This type of construction has been originally used in the context of string field theory, [47] [48] [49] [50] (see also [51] for an analysis from the point of view of gauge systems).
Constraints on equations of motion symmetries
In the non-Lagrangian case, following [45, 46, 52] , we assume that the gauge system is described by a nilpotent, ghost number 1 BRST differential s represented by an evolutionary vector field on a bigraded jet-space of fields, which contains, besides the ghost number, an antifield number 1 according to which the BRST differential decomposes as s = δ + γ + s 1 . . . , with δ, γ, s 1 , . . . of antifield number −1, 0, 1, . . . , such that the cohomology δ provides a homological resolution of the local functions defined on the surface determined by the original equations of motion. The differential γ encodes the gauge symmetries of the equations of motion, which are required to close only on-shell, see e.g. [53, 35] for more details.
When equipped with the commutator bracket, evolutionary vector fields form a graded Lie algebra, the bracket carrying degree 0. Including the BRST differential yields a differential graded Lie algebra, with the bracket descending to cohomology,
In this context:
Equivalence classes of equations of motion symmetries modulo on-shell vanishing ones and non trivial gauge symmetries are described by the adjoint cohomology of s in the space of evolutionary vector fields of degree
Even though less restrictive than in the Lagrangian case, what we will use to constrain equivalence classes of equations of motion symmetries is: Note that, in addition to equations of motion and Lagrangian systems, one can consider a class of theories interpolating between these two in the sense that the equations of motion are supplemented with a Lagrange structure [54] [55] [56] .
Linear equations of motion
In the non-Lagrangian case, linear gauge systems are described by a BRST operator Ω that is no longer required to be symplectic. The adjoint cohomology of s in the space of evolutionary vector fields that are linear in the fields and are of ghost number g is iso- Note that, compared to the general case, inequivalent symmetries of linear systems possess a richer structure. Namely, they form an associative algebra with the product induced by the operator product of cohomology representatives.
Relation to the unfolded formalism
Suitable modules under a spacetime symmetry algebra, closely related to BRST state cohomology H g (Ω), play a crucial role in the unfolded formulation of gauge field dynamics developed in the context of higher-spin theories [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Typically, the module
or H −p (Ω) with maximal p in general, is an initial ingredient in terms of 1-form fields.
The next step consists in finding modules of 0-form fields related to gauge invariant curvatures such that the system of 1 and 0 forms is consistent and gauge invariant.
The precise relation to the BRST first quantized formulation can be understood by using the parent approach developed in [45, 63, 46, 64, 65] . Starting from a free gauge system described by a nilpotent BRST operator Ω as described in Sections 1.8 and 1.10, the system is extended by allowing the wave functions to depend on extra variables y µ , which are coordinates on the fibers of the tangent bundle over spacetime, and Grassmann odd ghost variables θ µ , gh(θ µ ) = 1, to be identified with dx µ and associated to the constraints (
The parent BRST operator taking into account these new constraints along with the original ones accounted in Ω is
Note that (1.22) is a minimal version. In general, one can use a generic parametrization of the tangent space and/or incorporate a suitable (nonlinear) flat connection to account for specific symmetries and/or spacetime geometries. Additional details can be found in [63, 66, 14] . Note in particular that the associated field theories are related through elimination of generalized auxiliary fields, provided the functional space for y µ is taken to be formal power series. This is not the only interesting choice but the one that guarantees equivalence in the sense of local field theories.
Consider the cohomology groups H p = H −p (Ω| x ) of the second term in Ω P in the space of states at a given spacetime point x. It is isomorphic to H −p (Ω) in the space of formal power series at x µ . In applications, this space is often isomorphic for all spacetime points x, as happens for instance if the system has a symmetry group G and is defined on a homogeneous space of G. If in additionΩ can be made x-independent by a Gtransformation, i.e., gΩg −1 does not depend on x, this transformation makes the first term in (1.22) into a g-covariant derivative in a specific representation (see [63, 67, 14, 68] for explicit examples and details).
If H p is x-independent, by eliminating generalized auxiliary fields, the system can be reduced to an equivalent system whose states take values in H p only. More precisely, dynamical fields (in contrast to ghost, antifields, etc.) are p-forms φ p with values in H p . The equations of motion and gauge symmetries for the reduced system then have the following structure correspondence. For instance, in this case H 0 (Ω x ) for x on the lightcone X 2 = 0 and on the hyperboloid X 2 = ℓ 2 may well be different. It is this fact that underlies the ambient space approach [69, 70] to boundary values of AdS gauge fields.
Explicit construction of curvature formulations
Covariant curvature formulations can often be constructed directly from group-theoretical arguments. For instance, such formulations are well-known for 4-dimensional Fronsdal fields [71, 72] and Fradkin-Tseytlin fields [73] . For mixed-symmetry massless fields in Minkowski spacetime, they can also be constructed in a direct way [74] [75] [76] .
In principle, a systematic way to obtain a curvature formulation for a given gauge system uses either the unfolded or the first-quantized BRST approach. Indeed, from (1.11), it follows that φ 0 is gauge invariant and that the equation for φ 0 does not involve other fields. This means that putting to zero all φ l with l > 0 gives a consistent unfolded system. This is the unfolded form of the formulation in terms of curvatures as fundamental fields. The simplest example is Maxwell's equations for the Faraday tensor.
This unfolded formulation of the curvature system is sometimes difficult to construct. In all cases, a simple version of a curvature formulation can be obtained from the parent system (1.22) by putting to zero all fields which are forms of nonzero degree. More precisely, the equations of motion and gauge symmetries then take the form
where gh(Φ 0 ) = 0, gh(χ) = −1 and both Φ 0 and χ are θ µ -independent. This system is equivalent to the above unfolded formulation if one explicitly eliminates the pure gauge degrees of freedom related to the algebraic gauge symmetries in (1.24). It can thus be regarded as a Stüeckelberg description of the curvature system.
Hence, for general mixed-symmetry (partially)-massless fields in (A)dS or Minkowski space, covariant curvature formulations are implicitly contained in the unfolded or parent formulations constructed in [59, [77] [78] [79] [80] , respectively [67, 68, 81] .
Gauge fields in Minkowski spacetime
BRST formulation of Fronsdal fields
The BRST formulation of higher-spin gauge fields [82] [83] [84] [85] can be summarized as follows. 
The self-adjoint BRST operator is
The ghost number operator is
Other operators that will be relevant are the BRST invariant extensions of the trace T and the level N s ,
3)
The algebra satisfied by these operators is
The string field is chosen as
where the coefficients are expanded as power series in the oscillators a µ . The signs in the expansion have been choosen so that the antibracket between a field and its antifield is 1.
The total ghost number of the string field is 0 and its parity is even. This means that the ghost number and parities of the field coefficients are opposite to those of the states.
We then have
The classical action for a spin s 0 field is
while the Batalin-Vilkovisky master action is
For d = 4, action (2.7) coincides, up to auxiliary fields, with the gauge theory for free massless fields of helicity ±s introduced by Fronsdal [17] .
Explicitly, by doing the ghost inner product,
Removing the level N s constraint gives the sum of the free (master) actions for all integer massless spins, while removing the trace constraint T at fixed spin s gives a model that contains, for d = 4, massless fields with helicities −s, −s + 2, . . . , s − 2, s (see e.g. [86] for a proof in the current context).
Finally, in order to explicitly deal with the trace constraint for Fronsdal fields, we need:
The Lie algebra of (anti-self-adjoint) operators defined on Ker T can be described by operators A such that
10)
where B and C are some operators (such that A and CT are anti-self-adjoint).
The statement is equivalent to the regularity of the equation T φ = 0 or, more precisely, that any operator C such that Cφ = 0 for all φ ∈ Ker T can be written as C = BT for some operator B. To see this, note that the Lie algebra spanned by T ,
is isomorphic to sl(2, R), which is clear from the identification E + := . Therefore any element in the representation space has a unique decom-
. . where T φ l = 0. Moreover, the projector Π to the subspace Ker T of elements satisfying T χ = 0 can be written as Π = 1 − T † ΘT for some Θ(H, T , T † ). Note that Ker T is orthogonal to Im T † and Π is self-adjoint. Regularity then follows from the structure of the projector Π. Indeed, Cφ = 0 ∀φ ∈ Ker T implies CΠ = 0 which in turn gives C = CT † ΘT .
The space of operators on Ker T can be identified with the quotient space of operators preserving Ker T , i.e., T Aφ = 0 ∀φ ∈ Ker T , modulo operators that act trivially, i.e., Aφ = 0 ∀φ ∈ Ker T . Thanks to the regularity of T , this space can be written as (2.10) with B = T AT † Θ. If one is interested in anti-self-adjoint operators, it is enough to require both A and CT to be anti-self-adjoint. This completes the proof.
Note that (2.10) is the usual definition of the space of inequivalent linear symmetries of the equation T φ = 0. The above proof applies equally well to the Klein-Gordon equation ϕ = 0 because enters an sl(2, R)-algebra together with operators x 2 , x·
so that (2.10) with T replaced by coincides with the definition of linear symmetries for the Klein-Gordon equation [15] , discussed here in Section 2.2. Proposition 7, with T or , is the first-quantized version of the acyclicity of the associated Koszul differential in the field-theoretical picture.
For our purpose below, it is convenient to characterize operators on Ker T differently. Any operator A on the entire representation space determines an operator ΠAΠ on Ker T . Conversely, an operator on Ker T can be lifted to the entire space. Using the expression for the projector, one finds that trivial operators on Ker T , i.e., those satisfying ΠAΠ = 0 are of the form A = T † α+βT for some operators α, β. It follows that operators on Ker T can be described as the quotient space of all operators modulo those of the form T † α+βT .
In particular, anti-self-adjoint operators are described by the following quotient
for some operator γ. It is important to note that this quotient is only compatible with the commutator, i.e., operators A ′ = T † γ − γ † T equivalent to zero form an ideal in the Lie algebra of anti-self-adjoint operators if one restricts oneselves in addition to operators that preserve Ker T , i.e. T A ′ = δT for some δ. Indeed,
Applying T † Θ to both sides and using ΠT † = 0 one finds
So if we restrict to operators preserving Ker T then those of the form T † γ − γ † T form an ideal identical to the one in the proposition 7.
Classification of variational symmetries of a massless scalar
Let us now concentrate on a massless scalar, for which s = 0 in the above description, and use the existing classification of symmetries of the equations of motion [15] to infer the classification of variational symmetries.
In this case, the BRST operator reduces to 12) while the general expression for a ghost number 0 or −1 operators is
The condition that A represents an element of
coincides with the definition of linear symmetries used in [15] .
The linear space H 0 ([Ω, ·]) of inequivalent linear symmetries of the equations of motion (EOM) is an associative algebra A also known as higher-spin algebra [87] . For a given symmetry A let A S (x, p), B S (x, p) determine its principal symbols, e.g. A S is the highest derivative term in A where ∂ ∂x µ is replaced with the commuting variable p µ . It was shown in [15] that (2.14) implies that
i.e., that A S is a conformal Killing tensor and also that inequivalent linear EOM symmetries are uniquely determined by their principal symbols. It follows that as a linear space, A is isomorphic to the space of conformal Killing tensors.
Let us now turn to the space of linear, inequivalent, variational symmetries. According to the general considerations above, they are described by H 0 ([Ω, ·]) in the space of (anti)-self-adjoint operators. Explicitly,
It is instructive to check that (2.14) and (2.16) imply that δφ = Aφ is indeed a linear variational symmetry associated to 
Poincaré and dilatation symmetries of Fronsdal fields
Consider a real spacetime vector field ξ(x) and the anti-self-adjoint, even, ghost number 0 generator
By direct computation, one finds
if ξ describes infinitesimal conformal transformations,
with constant parameters a µ , ω [µν] , α, β µ .
So, the form of the operator Ξ in (2.18) has been fixed by the following requirements: (i) It starts with −ξ∂ implementing the spacetime transformations, (ii) it is antihermitian and (iii) its commutator with the BRST operator produces either zero or, at worst, a term which does not depend on the spacetime operators x µ , ∂ ∂x µ . By themselves, these requirements have lead to conformal vector fields. The conformal transformations and algebra are thus recovered from this construction.
In the current framework, this confirms that infinitesimal Poincaré and dilatation transformations, for which β µ = 0, are variational symmetries of Fronsdal's higher-spin gauge theory in all dimensions d 3. Furthermore, for the Klein-Gordon action, for which s = 0, the same holds for infinitesimal special conformal transformations, since Ψ we thus get,
It follows that:
For spin 0, there is conformal invariance at the level of the action in any dimension. For spin s = 1, this is the case for d = 4.
In the next section, we will first use the strategy outlined in Section 1 to quickly show that:
For d 3, Fronsdal fields with s 2 are invariant under Poincaré transformations and dilatations, but not conformally invariant, neither at the level of the action, not at the level of the equations of motion.
We will then provide a direct proof that Ξ cannot be modified so as to include special conformal transformations among the variational symmetries, i.e., among the generators commuting with Ω.
Obstructions to special conformal symmetries for Fronsdal fields 2.4.1 Obstructions at the level of the action
Local BRST cohomology in ghost number −2, H −2 (s), corresponds in the current conventions to BRST state cohomology in ghost number −1, H −1 (Ω), and has been worked out in [88, 45] . This space manifestly enters the unfolded formulation of Fronsdal fields as the module of 1-form fields and has originally appeared in this context in [58] . For a given spin s gauge field, it is represented by the vector space V of elements of the form According to Proposition 3, the vector space V is a module for Poincaré and dilatation transformations, ΞV ⊂ V when β µ = 0 and we will work out the constraints coming from the condition that V be a module under special conformal transformations as well by using standard representation-theoretic arguments.
The subspace V 0 ⊂ V annihilated by the translation generators 
Obstructions at the level of equations of motion
If we are only interested in equations of motion symmetries, the value of the lowest weight ∆ L of the dilatation operator is not known a priori and an extra analysis is needed. Indeed, in the analysis above, this weight was fixed from the requirement that the symmetry generator needed to be anti-self-adjoint.
Let us restrict ourselves to d 3. Any o(d, 2)-module having V 0 as a Lorentz submodule annihilated by all translation generators P ν , and hence lowest-weight with respect to dilatations, can be induced from V 0 in a standard way: first pick ∆ L , which must be constant on V 0 because V 0 is Lorentz irreducible and dilatation generators commute with the Lorentz subalgebra, and then consider the (generalized) Verma module generated from V 0 , i.e., consider all formal combinations K λ 1 . . . K λm v where v ∈ V 0 . Any o(d, 2)-module containing V 0 as a Lorentz submodule and such that the translation generators P ν annihilate V 0 is by construction a quotient of this Verma module, as a consequence of the universality property of Verma modules. Moreover, ∆ L must take special values in order for the quotient to be finite-dimensional. More precisely, −∆ L has to be integer and such that −∆ L s − 1. In other words the highest-weight (−∆ L , s − 1) must be integral dominant. The corresponding finite-dimensional o(d, 2)-module is described by a two-row Young tableau (YT) with first row of length −∆ L and second row of length s − 1, which will be written (−∆ L , s − 1). Already for −∆ L = s − 1, the spectrum of the dilatation generator contains all integers from 1 − s to s − 1 and hence at least 2s − 1 irreducible Lorentz components. However, the vector space V spanned by elements of the form (2.23) To conclude the discussion of Fronsdal fields in d = 4, note that, as a linear space, H −1 (Ω) can be made into an o(4, 2)-module. This does not, however, correspond to an extension of the Poincaré symmetries in the realisation of Subsection 2.3 and, moreover, it works only for the complexified module because an (anti)self-duality condition should be imposed. The idea is to start with the contragredient module structure on the same linear space V defined in (2.24). For instance, introducing the standard inner product on polynomials, i.e., the one determined by 1, 1 = 1, . Details of non-branching for this module can be found in Section 3.3.
Direct obstructions to special conformal generators
Let us now complete the analysis started in Section 2.3 and show directly that one cannot modify Ξ in (2.18) so as to include special conformal transformations among the variational symmetries when d 3 and s 2.
Comparing to equation (II.10) of [89] , all the spacetime dependence of the special conformal transformations is correctly reproduced by Ξ. It then follows from the analysis in this reference that the only freedom left is to add a spacetime independent operator linear in β λ , or more precisely, to change κ µ to κ µ = κ µ + κ ′ µ by the addition of a x µ ,
We thus want to show that no such modification allows one to remove the obstruction proportional to β λ on the right hand side of (2.22).
Using Proposition 7, formulated as in (2.11), a symmetry generator K needs to satisfy 
for some operators A λ .
First, using a decomposition according to the degree of homogeneity in x µ , one can take without loss of generality in (2.27) that Ω reduces to c ∂ ∂b
Second, decomposing operators A = n A n according to the level associated to N 0 , one gets in degree 0,
Only this equation is relevant since at level different from zero, the first term on the right hand side does not contribute and one can choose the trivial solution κ
Third, using the Lorentz transformation properties, one can assume that κ 
Finally, equating c-independent terms it follows that s −3
has to vanish, which is only possible for s = 1 and d = 4, and for s = 2, d = 2 which is excluded from the discussion.
Generic massless bosonic fields in Minkowski spacetime
Mixed-symmetry massless fields were originally described in [90, 91] while further developments relevant in the present context can be found in [92, 85, 77] , and also in [67] which we follow below. These systems are variational and admit a Lagrangian formulation based on a BRST operator Ω generalizing the first quantized description of Fronsdal fields reviewed in Section 1.10.
In d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, generic mixed-symmetry massless bosonic field of spin s 1 , . . . , s p , the weights of the respective little group representation, and where the number of rows satisfies p [
], [a] denotes the integer part of a ∈ R, can be described by the equations In terms of the generating function Φ the gauge transformations read as
where
i (x, a). For convenience, we introduced here Grassmann-odd ghost variables b
i . The same operator Q determines gauge for gauge symmetries δχ
etc. Gauge (for gauge) parameters satisfy the analog of (2.31) and the following gauge parameter version of (2.32),
Obstructions at the level of the action
The BRST state cohomology H g (Ω) for these systems has been computed in [67] and shown to be isomorphic to H g (Q) through the elimination of contractible pairs. It follows that H g (Q) is a module of the global symmetry algebra. It is particularly convenient to consider H −p (Ω). Recall that p is the number of nonvanishing spin labels s i , and hence is the maximal homogeneity degree in b i , i.e., the number of rows in the YT describing the field. Indeed, as there are no nonzero elements in degree < −p, the coboundary condition is trivial and
along with (2.31). Again, this information infered just from H −p (Ω) is not enough to conclude for which p a totally antisymmetric field is conformal in d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. Similar to the case of totally symmetric fields, if the system is Lagrangian, the Lagrangian is of second order in derivatives, so that one gets d/2 − 1 as the weight for the gauge field itself. 
Obstructions at the level of equations of motion
If one is only interested in EOM symmetries of gauge fields then, in order to see that only rank As we discussed in 1.12, the analysis of H 0 (Ω) is equivalent to an analysis in terms of curvatures because H 0 (Ω) is the same for the gauge field and its formulation in terms of curvatures. Let us then briefly review the known results concerning fields in Minkowski spacetime that are conformal in terms of curvatures or, more precisely, which Poincaré irreducible non-gauge fields in Minkowski spacetime are conformal.
It turns out that in odd d only a massless scalar and spinor field are conformal, while in even d there are in addition "spinning" singletons. The latter are fields described by irreducible Lorentz tensors associated to rectangular YT of height and s 1 = . . . = s p = s, when formulated in terms of curvatures. More precisely, the above irreducible tensors are the gauge-invariant generalized Weyl tensors of these gauge fields. Their conformal invariance was originally shown by identifying those Poincaré irreps that lift to conformal ones [21, 23] . In terms of EOM symmetries this follows from the results of [27] , while a manifestly local and conformal formulation of these bosonic spinning singletons in terms of curvatures was constructed in [14] . This completes our discussion of possible conformal invariance of bosonic gauge fields on Minkowski spacetime. The extension to fermionic fields is straightforward using e.g. [93, 94] . Note that we have not explicitly discussed massive nor continuous spin representations as they cannot be conformal. This follows essentially from the fact that both of them involve a dimensionful parameter.
Gauge fields in anti-de Sitter spacetime
Maximal-depth partially-massless fields in 4d
We begin the analysis of possible conformal invariance of AdS gauge fields with the relatively simple, but not so well-known example of totally symmetric partially massless (PM) fields [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] of maximal depth t = s. In this case the gauge parameter is a scalar. In terms of the d + 1-dimensional ambient space with coordinates X B , (B = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1, d) and flat metric η AB = diag(−, +, · · · , +, −), anti-de Sitter spacetime AdS d is the hyperboloid X · X + 1 = 0. In these terms, the gauge field is encoded in the generating function φ(X, A) subject to [65, 81, 100, 70] 
and the gauge transformations
The variables A B , B = 0, . . . , d are introduced to contract tensor indices. Note that χ is A-independent.
Just like in the case of Minkowski spacetime fields considered above, it is convenient to introduce a ghost variable b and consider the space of states of the form Φ(X, A) + b χ(X, A) with BRST operator
implementing the above gauge equivalence. Although the space of gauge parameters is subject to differential constraints, such a formulation is equivalent to a formulation based on a suitable BRST operator Ω with free gauge parameters [68] . In particular, H(Ω) ∼ = H(Q). One then concludes that the two spaces do not coincide unless s = 1. In particular this implies that depth t = s PM fields in 4d are not conformal as gauge systems, i.e. in terms of potentials, unless s = 1, in which case it is the usual Maxwell field.
Although maximal-depth PM fields in 4 dimensions are not conformal in general, there exist very similar maximal-depth conformal gauge fields. For s = 1 they coincide with the Maxwell field, for s = 2 they were originally found in [96] , and for generic s in [101] . They can be seen as higher-depth generalization of usual conformal gauge fields [73] , and hence, we call them maximal-depth FT fields below. They belong to the class of conformal gauge fields considered in [62] . Recently they were identified with boundary values of the AdS 5 maximal-depth PM fields [70] . In d = 4 these fields have second order equations of motion and gauge transformation of order s in the derivatives.
More precisely, the flat spacetime Lagrangian for traceless ϕ µ 1 ...µs (x) reads as [101] 
and is invariant under δϕ µ 1 ...µs = ∂ µ 1 . . . ∂ µs χ − traces. Thanks to conformal invariance, they can be seen as fields on any conformally flat space and, in particular, on AdS 4 . A natural question is then what their relationship to the maximal-depth PM fields on the same spacetime precisely is.
To answer this question, let us consider again global reducibilities. Using the ambient formulation of [70] , the space of reducibilities can be described in terms of polynomials in d + 2-variables X M satisfying
This subspace is determined by the same equations as H −1 (Ω) above but in d + 2 dimensions. Unless s = 1 these spaces do not coincide. In Section 3.4 we explicitly compare these two fields in the first nontrivial case of s = 2.
As far as totally symmetric PM fields of maximal depth are concerned, one can wonder if, similarly to Fronsdal fields in 4 dimensions, the equations of motion are conformal in terms of curvatures. To answer this question we use the formulation in terms of curvatures proposed in [102] (see e.g. Sec. 3.4 for the simplest non trivial example of s = 2). If these systems were conformal, one could equally well rewrite them in flat Minkowski spacetime using a Weyl transformation. As the flat limit for these AdS systems is regular, its Weyl transformation to flat space should coincide with its naive flat limit obtained by putting the cosmological constant to zero. More precisely, for the flat limit of a PM maximal-depth field, the fundamental field is an irreducible Lorentz tensor F µ 1 ...µs|ν , i.e., it is symmetric over all µ indices and such that the complete symmetrization over all lower indices gives zero. It then follows from the classification results of [27] that, for such a Lorentz tensor field labelled by a "hook" YT (s, 1) , there are only two conformal equations which are first-order in derivatives and a rank-s Lorentz tensor: one is a totally symmetric rank-s Lorentz tensor with conformal weight 2 while the other one is labelled by a hook YT (s−1, 1) and has conformal weight s+3. The former equation corresponds to the curvature formulation of a maximal-depth conformal gauge field which differs from the corresponding PM field unless s = 1. This difference is explicitly illustrated on the example of s = 2 in Sec. 3.4 below. The latter equation also differs from the corresponding PM field since in particular, the curvature has a different conformal weight. In conclusion:
Maximal-depth PM field with s > 1 are not conformal, neither in terms of potentials, nor in terms of curvatures.
Generic partially-massless gauge fields in AdS
A partially massless bosonic gauge field in AdS d is determined by a finite-dimensional module of o(d − 1) with weights (spins) s 1 , . . . , s r . Here r = [
] is the rank of a rotation subalgebra o(d−1), while s 1 . . . s r , p and t are integer parameters, 1 p r and 1 t s p − s p+1 . This corresponds to a (partially)-massless field of spin s 1 , . . . , s r with depth-t gauge transformation associated to the p-th row. More details can be found in [104, 59, 78, 68, 81] .
The BRST first-quantized description for a generic bosonic gauge field on AdS has been constructed in [68, 81] (see also [63, 59, 78, 105, 79] An interesting question is whether spinning singletons in AdS d with d 6, d = 2 mod 4 and s > 1 can be conformal in terms of potentials. Note that those with s = 1 are conformal in terms of potentials, while they all are known to be conformal in terms of curvatures. The necessary condition advocated here does not exclude this possibility and resolving the issue requires further study.
Branching rules for modules of the orthogonal algebras
The branching rules of a Lie algebra g describe the decomposition of its irreps restricted to a subalgebra h. We will be interested in the very exceptional case when the g-irrep remains irreducible under the restriction g ↓ h, i.e., when the decomposition contains only a single h-irrep with multiplicity one. The trivial representation is an obvious example of such an irrep. The branching rules of classical algebras are well-known for finite dimensional irreps while the problem is obviously more involved for infinite-dimensional ones.
The importance of branching rules for our purpose is the following fact: An h-irrep can be lifted to a g-irrep if and only if this h-irrep is the only irrep appearing in the restriction g ↓ h of the g-irrep. In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the h-irreps that can be lifted to g-irreps and the g-irreps that remains irreducible under the restriction g ↓ h. 
where the direct sum is over all o(d − 1)-weights t such that 
Explicit spin 2 examples
To illustrate the difference between s = t = 2 PM field and FT field in 4d, let us work in terms of tangent tensors.
Maximal-depth partially-massless spin-2 field in 4d
s = t = 2 PM field in d = 4 in terms of potentials: Following [95, 96] , the equations of motion for a s = t = 2 PM field in 4d are
where ϕ ′ ≡ g µν ϕ µν . Here µ = L −1 the inverse AdS radius so that e.g.
The equations are invariant under the following gauge symmetry
with unconstrained scalar parameter ξ(x).
Equations (3.10) have differential consequences of first order [97] . Applying ∇ µ to both sides of (3.10) one finds
Let us also present the partially gauge fixed version of this system. Namely, let us consider the gauge condition ϕ ′ = 0. Its variation under a gauge transformation is given 13) so that the gauge is reachable. Indeed, in the context of jet-spaces, any element is in the image of ∇ 2 . The gauge fixed system reads
This formulation can be rewritten in ambient terms by identifying ϕ µν with the pullback of ambient ϕ AB satisfying X A ϕ AB = 0, (X · ∂ ∂X + 1)ϕ AB = 0, and similarly for the gauge parameter.
The space of global reducibilities is determined by δ ξ ϕ µν = 0. The consequence g µν δ ξ ϕ µν = 0 reads explicitly In terms of F µν|ρ , equations of motion (3.10) take the form (X a Y b + X b Y a ). In this form, the equations of motion follow from the Lagrangian [102] :
If one treats F µν|ρ as the fundamental field, one also needs to add algebraic conditions and Bianchi identities so that the complete set of equations becomes Note that if F νµ|ρ is (anti)-selfdual the last two equations are equivalent.
Maximal-depth Fradkin-Tseytlin spin-2 field in 4d
s = t = 2 FT field in d = 4 in terms of potentials: Another related system in 4d was also proposed in [95, 96] (see also references therein). The equations of motion have the form
and g µν ϕ µν = 0. The gauge law is
with ξ unconstrained. This system is conformal and can be identified [70] with the boundary value of the t = s = 2 PM field on AdS 5 .
In contrast to the s = t = 2 PM field considered above, the gauge ∇ µ ϕ µν = 0 is not reachable in general. On the contrary, V µ := ∇ µ ϕ µν satisfy Maxwell's equations and transform as δV µ = 3 4
To see what this system describes, let us decompose ϕ µν (in a nonlocal way) into ϕ 0 µν satisfying ∇ µ ϕ 0 µν = 0 and V µ describing the rest. The equations for ϕ 0 reduce to (3.14), so that a FT field with s = t = 2 decomposes into a PM field ϕ 0 with s = t = 2 and a Maxwell field V with s = t = 1.
The space of global reducibilities is given by solutions to (∇ µ ∇ ν − 1 4 g µν ∇ 2 )ξ = 0.
Let us consider first the consequence ∇ µ δ ξ (ϕ µν ) = 0, or explicitly,
The general solution to this equation has the form ξ = a + ξ 0 where a is constant and ξ 0 is a general solution to (∇ 2 − 4µ 2 )ξ 0 = 0. In turn, just like in the case of a PM field, it is convenient to represent ξ as the pullback to the hyperboloid of Ξ 0 defined on R together, the general solution for ξ is ξ = a + ξ A X A (x) and the space of reducibilities is 6-dimensional, confirming the conclusion of the manifestly conformal considerations of Section 3.1. Let us stress that in contrast to Section 3.1, we now have not assumed that conformal symmetry is realized on gauge parameters. If one treats F µν|ρ as the fundamental fields, the complete set of equations is
where A µν is an antisymmetric tensor. The last equations can be written as P(∇ [σ F µν]|ρ ) = 0, where P denotes the projector to the totally traceless component. Note that if F νµ|ρ is (anti)-selfdual, the last two equations are equivalent.
By comparing (3.27), (3.28) to (3.19) , (3.20) , one observes that the s = t = 2 FT equations of motion are a subset of the s = t = 2 PM equations. Therefore, the space of solutions of the s = t = 2 PM equations is a subspace of the s = t = 2 FT one. Indeed, the former is an o(d−1, 2)-submodule of the latter. The crucial point is that, nevertheless, the former is not an o(d, 2)-submodule of the latter because the extra equations of the s = t = 2 PM field are not conformally invariant for the conformal weight of the s = t = 2 FT field. The same remains true for s > 2.
Conclusion
In this work we have studied structural properties of global symmetries in gauge systems. In particular, in the context of the BV-BRST approach, we have shown that BRST cohomology in the space of local functionals, H −p−1 (s), as well as BRST-state cohomology H −p (Ω) in the case of linear systems, are necessarily modules over any subalgebra of the algebra of global symmetries.
Of special importance are "global reducibility parameters" which correspond to these cohomology groups for p 1. In contrast to BRST cohomology groups in other ghost numbers, global reducibilities are typically finite-dimensional. This makes them especially useful in order to constrain global symmetries since the analysis then only requires standard tools from representation theory. Surprisingly, in the particular examples where we study which (A)dS or Poincaré gauge fields admit conformal symmetry, this analysis is powerful enough to rule out most of the candidates, without analyzing the space of solutions.
Our approach is closely related to the unfolded formalism. Namely, in the unfolded approach, the construction of gauge field begins with the choice of a finite-dimensional module and with differential forms taking values in this module. The detailed relationship can be established using a parent approach which allows one to systematically construct an unfolded formulation starting from the BV-BRST formulation, respectively its BRST first quantized formulation for linear theories: the space where the p-form fields take values in the minimal unfolded formulation can then be shown to coincide with H −p (Ω), and hence with order p global reducibility parameters.
